
September 2022 

The change in to meteorological autumn also brought about a change in the weather, with an end to the dry 

conditions seen through much of the summer months.  Low pressure sitting in the Bay of Biscay provided the 

islands with a showery airflow and much needed rainfall, with 3.5mm of rainfall mostly falling in heavy 

showers during the evening of the 1st. This low pressure then combined with an area of low pressure to the 

west of Ireland to become the dominant weather pattern, with fronts extended high cloud throughout the 

weekend of the 3
rd

 and 4
th

 before finally reaching the islands as showers late on the 4
th

. There was little rainfall 

on these days until an active cold front arrived with a bang in the late afternoon of the 5th. 3.5mm of rainfall 

fell in as many minutes as a thunderstorm travelled up the west coast. 

 

Extensive high cloud produced a solar halo on the 3
rd

. Credit Laura Davison. 

The unsettled theme continued into the 6th and 7th, with the area of low pressure still stationary to the west of 

the UK and drawing up showers from the south in an unstable airflow. Showers were heavy at times and 

produced 9.8mm of rainfall in the six hours up to midnight on the 7th.  There was no let up through the day on 

the 7
th

 as showers once again turned thundery, with a thunderstorm reported by mid afternoon.  

By the 8th the low pressure was starting to fill in and move eastwards across the southern half of the UK. As the 

low pressure passed north of the islands the wind strengthened, leading to a blustery day before decreasing 

back down by the 9
th

. The low pressure, now sitting in the North Sea, was filling in by the 9
th

, and allowing the 

wind to steadily decrease through the day. A weak occluded front introduced extensive high cloud through the 

day into the 11th before clearing through by the afternoon to give long spells of sunshine. 

Summer briefly returned on the 12
th

 as an area of low pressure crossing northern Scotland began to draw up 

warm continental air from the south, with temperatures to climbing to 25.8°C as a result. Skies were cloudy 

once again though with unstable air producing light showers by late afternoon. There was no let up of the 

warm temperatures overnight as the easterly winds persisted in to the 13th and produced an overnight 

maximum temperature of 24.5°C. There were further showers from medium level cloud throughout the 13
th

, 

before an organised band of thunderstorms developed just north of the islands by the early hours of the 14
th

. 

Frequent thunder and lightning were observed in the early hours, although the island remained largely dry. In 

direct contrast, as the thunderstorms moved very slowly northwards, Alderney was hit with heavy rain and 

frequent lightning for several hours and by morning there were reports of localised flooding in some areas. 



As high pressure began to build in the northern Atlantic and extend its reach eastwards across the UK, the 

wind backed to a more northerly direction. Excellent visibility with the light northerly winds prevailed on the 

15th, 16th, and 17th, with only a small amount of cloud to break up the September sunshine. This had a knock 

on effect to temperatures, keeping day time maximums to the mid to high teens throughout the period. Under 

clear skies the night time temperature dropped to just 10.6°C with the grass temperature following suit, falling 

away to just 2.5°C overnight on the 16th. These low overnight temperatures helped to keep the mean 

temperature well below average for the time of year, and were a stark contrast to the highs of the start of the 

week. 

 

Shelf cloud observed during a thunderstorm on the 5th. Credit Adam Heaume. 

The 18th and 19th were very similar with light northerly winds and clear skies as high pressure was dominant 

over the UK. High cloud punctuated the sunshine in the afternoons on both the 20th and 21st, clearing away by 

evening. The high pressure had extended further south and east into central Europe by the 22nd, allowing 

fronts to start approaching the islands once again from the Atlantic. High cloud extended from the west to 

become extensive early on the 22nd ahead of a cold front bringing rain just before midnight on the 23rd. The 

rain was persistent and at times heavy until midday on the 23rd, with 21.4mm of rain recorded in this period. 

More rainfall was recorded in these 12 hours than in the entire month of August, and it was the wettest day 

since 13th February 2022. 

High pressure in the Atlantic began to build again behind the low pressure to bring a dry and settled weekend 

through the 24th and 25th. Skies were only marked with fair weather cumulus clouds and light northerly winds 

helped to keep the temperature feeling fresh, with an average maximum temperature of 16.5°C over the two 

days. More extensive higher cloud built in on the afternoon of the 25
th

 ahead of a cold front arriving overnight 

into the 26th. As the front approached, the wind veered to a fresh westerly breeze with rain arriving before 

dawn and clearing by midday. Behind the cold front winds veered to the north, allowing a feed of cold Arctic 

air across the islands. 

Skies remained cloudy into the 27
th

 before further rainfall arrived from the north west. Ahead of the front the 

wind strengthened to a strong westerly breeze before rain arrived in the early afternoon, not clearing through 

until dawn on the 28th. Extensive cloud remained as the remnants of the front trialled away to the south east, 

leaving the rest of the 28
th

 with lengthy sunny periods and occasional showers. Northerly winds kept 

temperatures low, with just 14.4°C recorded as the maximum temperature on the 29
th

 – the coldest maximum 

temperature since the 6
th

 May. 

The month ended with a deep area of low pressure in charge of the weather, sitting to the north west of 

Scotland. The feed of cold Arctic air was finally cut off though as the wind backed to the southwest. Cloud 

thickened and lowered during the course of the 30th, with rain arriving by mid afternoon. Conditions worsened 



through the evening as the rain continued and the wind strengthened before easing to a westerly moderate 

breeze just before midnight. 

Overall September was an unsettled month and the blocking high pressure seen through much of the summer 

a distant memory. It was the wettest month of the year so far with 81.3mm recorded - more than the total 

rainfall from May to August combined. Sunshine suffered as a result, with the month’s total below average, 

and the dullest September for three years.



SEPTEMBER

DAY DATE BAROMETER TEMPERATURE       deg C                WIND                  RAIN SUN

hPa AIR GRASS SOIL              DIR'N SPEED(knots) W E A T H E R

at 9a.m. MAX MIN MEAN MIN 30cm 100cm 9a.m. 9a.m. MEAN MAX mm hrs

Thu 1 1016.7 23.2 16.9 20.1 15.9 19.6 18.2 070 11 8.0 21 3.5 2.8 Cldy w ith sct shw rs from late pm

Fri 2 1012.4 22.1 15.7 18.9 12.8 19.6 18.3 010 04 4.1 11 TR 3.7 Cldy w ith mist clrng, occn fair pm. Mist & low  cld then fog eve

Sat 3 1009.5 21.0 15.3 18.2 11.8 19.4 18.3 220 12 10.0 21 TR 4.0 Mist early, cldy w ith hazy sunshine

Sun 4 1013.4 22.6 17.2 19.9 16.2 19.3 18.2 160 15 12.5 25 1.9 2.8 Cloudy w ith occn shw rs eve

Mon 5 1015.3 22.6 16.1 19.4 14.0 19.6 18.2 160 10 9.2 24 3.7 2.2 Cldy w ith sct shw rs occn hvy. T/storm 1624-1720z

Tue 6 1011.9 20.5 16.1 18.3 14.7 18.5 18.1 180 09 12.3 27 9.9 1.7 Cldy w ith isol shw rs, occn hvy eve

Wed 7 1009.5 20.9 15.3 18.1 14.5 18.2 18.1 190 14 12.2 27 7.2 6.6 Cldy w ith sct shw rs, occn hvy. T/storm 1428-1510z

Thu 8 1005.8 19.7 15.9 16.9 14.0 18.1 18.0 230 18 19.3 39 6.1 4.8 Cloudy w ith occn show ers

Fri 9 1010.6 18.8 15.1 17.0 14.7 17.7 17.8 280 13 16.0 29 TR 9.7 Cldy am w ith sct hvy shw rs clrng by daw n, fair/f ine pm & eve

Sat 10 1017.5 19.9 14.3 17.1 15.1 18.4 17.8 290 10 8.0 20 NIL 9.6 Cloudy occ fair

Sun 11 1018.2 21.6 12.5 17.1 8.7 17.9 17.7 140 10 7.5 17 NIL 11.3 Fair bec f ine

Mon 12 1011.1 25.8 18.0 21.9 14.8 18.8 17.7 140 11 10.4 24 0.5 5.5 High cloud bec extensive w ith occ shw rs from mid pm

Tue 13 1007.3 24.5 18.2 21.4 17.9 19.2 17.7 070 12 12.0 28 1.0 0.1 Cloudy w ith occasional show ers

Wed 14 1005.1 18.4 14.6 16.5 17.7 18.9 17.8 040 08 7.9 20 1.7 NIL Cldy w ith occ shw rs and fog. Fine late eve. T/strm 0125-0220z

Thu 15 1014.4 17.8 14.1 16.0 8.4 18.4 17.8 360 08 7.8 18 NIL 6.5 Cloudy w ith sunny periods

Fri 16 1019.5 17.6 13.1 15.4 9.8 17.0 17.7 350 09 8.8 19 TR 8.2 Cldy, soon clrng to fair or f ine w ith isol light show ers

Sat 17 1024.8 16.4 10.4 13.4 2.5 16.0 17.6 360 06 4.7 13 NIL 10.9 Fine, excellent vis. Xtnsv high cloud from late pm

Sun 18 1023.8 16.5 10.8 13.7 3.2 15.6 17.4 310 05 5.0 14 NIL 11.0 Fine, excellent vis pm

Mon 19 1025.1 18.4 11.7 15.1 4.7 15.4 17.2 020 04 5.0 13 NIL 10.3 Fine, excellent vis

Tue 20 1026.7 18.5 12.2 15.4 5.2 16.2 17.1 350 06 4.1 12 NIL 8.5 Fair, xtnsv high cloud midday, bec f ine eve. Excellent vis

Wed 21 1026.4 19.3 11.9 15.6 4.3 15.2 16.9 090 09 5.6 15 NIL 10.4 Fair w ith excellent vis

Thu 22 1020.9 19.1 12.8 16.0 8.2 15.9 16.8 190 07 5.9 13 14.8 7.8 Xtnsv high cloud. Rain just before midnight

Fri 23 1016.6 17.1 13.1 15.1 11.6 16.3 16.7 220 10 7.9 20 7.2 0.3 Cloudy w ith persistent rain am. Fair w ith occ show ers pm

Sat 24 1017.0 16.6 13.4 15.0 10.6 15.9 16.7 360 10 8.9 19 TR 9.1 Fair

Sun 25 1020.5 16.4 11.6 14.0 10.7 16.1 16.7 030 11 8.7 22 2.5 8.1 Fair w ith excellent vis

Mon 26 1005.3 16.3 12.7 14.5 8.0 15.5 16.5 290 23 15.6 35 0.3 2.8 Rain, driz, mist clrng late am then isolated show ers

Tue 27 1007.7 16.4 12.1 14.3 11.0 14.9 16.5 290 17 13.1 28 9.9 2.7 Isolated show ers am. Persistent rain pm

Wed 28 1003.1 15.4 11.6 13.5 10.4 14.7 16.3 330 08 9.7 22 1.8 3.2 Mainly cloudy. Rain early am, clrng to isol shw rs

Thu 29 1002.0 14.4 10.3 12.4 8.6 14.1 16.1 240 04 6.3 19 1.5 4.8 Cloudy odd show er some sunny intervals during the afternoon

Fri 30 1011.1 15.9 9.8 12.9 4.3 13.8 16.0 250 11 13.9 35 7.8 1.4 Fine, became cloudy w ith rain/drizzle from mid afternoon

MEAN 1014.3 19.1 13.8 16.4 10.8 17.1 17.4 N 10.2 9.3 TOTAL 81.3 170.8

30 YEAR AVG

1991-2020 1017.4 18.2 13.1 15.7 10.2 16.4 16.5 SW 10.6 10.3  ///// 55.2 183.9

EXTREMES NUMBER RAIN WET SNOW/ HAIL THNDER LGHTNG AIR GROUND FOG FOG GALE NO

ARE IN   OF DAYS 0.2mm 1.0mm SLEET FROST FROST 9a.m. SUN

BOLD TYPE WITH 17 15 0 0 3 3 0 0 2 1 0 1 TOTALS FOR YEAR TO DATE

RECORDS FROM JANUARY 1947 RAINFALL 367.7 mm SUNSHINE 1843.4 hrs

WETTEST DAY 43.7mm DRIEST MONTH 6.9mm LOWEST MIN 5.8°C WARMEST MNTH 17.5°C SUNNIEST MNTH 266.5hrs RAIN DAYS 105 SUNLESS DAYS 19

DAY/YEAR 20th/1949 YEAR 1997 DAY/YEAR 28th/1974 YEAR 1949 YEAR 1959 WET DAYS 69

WETTEST MNTH 194.5mm HIGHEST MAX 30.6°C LOWEST GRASS  -1.0°C COLDEST MNTH 12.8°C DULLEST MNTH 104.5hrs

YEAR 1952 DAY/YEAR 2nd/1961 DAY/YEAR 23rd/1979 YEAR 1986 YEAR 1956

 


